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This award-winning company is capable of undertaking 
projects of any size in both the residential and commercial 
sectors. With expertise in metal partitions, MF ceilings, 
acoustic insulation as well as bespoke solutions, McLaughlin 
Taylor Dry-lining work hand in hand with the ‘who’s who’ of 
main contractors.

McLaughlin Taylor Dry-lining has established itself as 
one of Ireland’s leading dry-lining contractors, capable 
of undertaking projects of varied sizes in the residential, 
commercial and industrial sectors. The company’s flexibility is 
matched by its professionalism, which has seen them set the 
standards in dry-lining contracting down through the years. 
In 2010, for example, they scooped two prestigious Saint-
Gobain Awards for their breath-taking work at the Titanic 
Signature Building, Belfast as well as taking the 2018 non-
residential award for the Titanic Hotel project.

The company’s skilled workforce is trustworthy and passionate 
about undertaking high quality work using modern 
techniques. They partner with customers and contractors 
who share the same vision of quality and professionalism and 
they actively assist on projects from the design stage through 
to project completion.

“Keeping the project to programme is the most important 
factor of all,” states founder and Managing Director Martin 
McLaughlin. “Quality is also paramount, in terms of both 
workmanship and the materials used. So, the key is to keep 
the quality levels high while at the same time carrying out 
the work as quickly as possible. You have to deliver on both 
fronts – complete the work quickly and also to the highest 
standards possible.”

Equally adept at working on new builds and fit-out/
refurbishments, McLaughlin Taylor consistently achieves 
optimal solutions by only using the best industry-leading 
materials sourced from renowned names such as Saint-
Gobain, Kingspan, Gyproc, Armstrong Ceiling and Wall 
Solutions, AMF, SAS International, Rockfon, Siniat, etc.

Although McLaughlin Taylor boasts experience delivering 
projects throughout the UK, most of the work at present is 
restricted to the island of Ireland. The company is currently 
engaged on a variety of projects nationwide, including One 
Microsoft Court and Autodesk for Mac Interiors, Northwood 
Nursing Home for Elliot Construction as well as the Tallaght 
Cross West Apartments for Ardmac Construction, having 
previously delivered a series of bank refurbishments for both 
Bank of Ireland and AIB.

This family-run business maintains a skilled workforce who 
are passionate about undertaking high quality work using 
modern techniques. The company partners with customers 
and contractors who share the same vision of quality and 
professional workmanship. They are specialists in metal 
stud partitions, plaster boarding, MF ceilings, suspended 
grid ceiling, acoustic & thermal insulation as well as in load 
bearing Structural Framing Systems (SFS).

“The key to our success is the professional relationship we 
develop with our clients,” explains Managing Director Martin 
McLaughlin. “We can assist on projects from the design 
stage to project completion. In so doing, we guarantee an 
on-time, quality finish while adhering to industry’s quality, 
environmental and safety standards,” he says.

In recognition of a consistently high level of services together 
with high level workmanship McLaughlin Taylor Dry-lining has 
been awarded the 2019 Public Sector Magazine Excellence in 
Business Construction Award.

CUT 
AND DRY
A second-generation family business, McLaughlin Taylor Dry-lining is one of the 
country’s leading dry-lining contractors with experience across Ireland and the UK.

Excellence in Business Construction
McLaughlin Taylor Drylining Ltd
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